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Over the past two decades, researchers have made great strides in developing avatars for
use in Deaf education (Efthimiou & Fotinea, 2007), automatic translation (Elliott, Glauert,
Kennaway, & Marshall, 2000), (Filhol, 2012) interpreter training (Jamrozik, Davidson,
McDonald, & Wolfe, 2010), validation of transcription (Hanke, 2010), and improving
accessibility to transportation and government services (Segouat, 2010) (Ebling, 2013)
(Cox, et al., 2002). Creating lifelike, convincing motion continues to be one of the key goals
of signed language synthesis research. Avatars that sign with smooth, natural movements
are easier to understand and are more acceptable than those that move in an unnatural or
robotic manner. Current research efforts in sign synthesis either use libraries of motion
captured signs (Awad, Courty, Duarte, Le Naour, & Gibet, 2010) or libraries of sparse keyframe animations transcribed by artists (Delorme, Filhol, & Braffort, 2009). Entries from
such libraries are then procedurally combined to produce longer signed utterances.
Sign synthesis based on motion capture produces outstanding natural motion. The myriad
tiny and subtle details in the data create smooth, naturally flowing movement in an avatar.
Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to modify the data to accommodate signed utterances
other than the ones that were captured, while maintaining the same naturalness in the
transitions. The high temporal density of captured detail that creates the beautiful
movement also requires substantial resources to modify. Applying linguistic rules to modify
animation is easier with sparse sets of keys that correlate well to the structure of linguistic
models. However the ease of modification is offset by a lack of realism in the animation.
The linguistic parameters contain no information about the subtle body movements, which
are not considered to be linguistically significant, but are nonetheless required for natural
motion. The ideal system would combine the best aspects of both approaches. It would
support ease of key modification while still producing natural, lifelike motion. This
presentation details a step in this direction through a new method that automatically layers
biomechanical, sublinguistic movement under the motion dictated by linguistic data. The
new approach is designed to improve the quality of avatar motion without requiring
researchers to acquire more data before applying it.
This presentation will discuss the theory of the new approach in the context of generating
role shifts. In a role shift, a signer uses a body turn to assume the role of a protagonist in a
constructed dialog (Lillo-Martin, 2012). From the linguistic information, an animation
system can compute a global orientation that dictates the avatar’s pose when assuming a
role. In a preliminary step, the system computes the transition of each joint as a global
orientation. It then computes compensatory motion to implement timing as animation keys
cast in local coordinates. The present implementation is applied to a simple figure with
controls to change the global orientation of the torso and the speed of the transition. We
invite participants to a hands-on evaluation of the system at the conclusion of the
presentation.
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